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I.   Introduction. 

On August 29, 2020 a video released on a facebook by Fanus Amanue (made by KINE 

MASTER) an attack on the state of Eritrea by two individuals shown in Fig. 1 below in which 

their responses have an element of  progressives executed in a questions and answers format.   

Everything coming out from these two individuals namely (a) the lady’s name is Haikel Negash 

and (b) the young man’s name is: Samuel Emha were misleading and not well thought-out.  Both 

have made official negative statements about Sawa leading to the criticism up to a boycott 

against eliminating that institution which the progressives have been trying to get rid of it for 

many years.  For example the notorious Bereket Habtesselassie an advocate for progressives 

once said: Sawa is an “open prison”. For further reading press the link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztgsNcspUik Haikel and Samuel have presented themselves in a 

video to make statements as follows:  

(a) Haikel said: taking young boys and girls away from their families to Sawa have a profound 

effects of family crises and family disintegration.  She emphatically said with her full mouth that 

it is the beginning point of Eritrean family destructions and must be stopped.  This lady doesn’t 

seem to have any clue that she is highly confused about family destructions when the scenario is 

about the concern of well being of babies and children less than 5 years old when they need 

affections and constant communications from their immediate families as opposed going to Sawa 

who are boys and girls sent at their early adulthood 18 years and older.    Sawa is not designed 

for child developmental skills where parenting engagements are necessary.  It is designed for 

young adults facing a transition from childhood into adulthood after they finish the 11
th

 grade. 

According to their opinion they are on the way to advocate for  the boycott of the entire Sawa 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztgsNcspUik
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programs that should be stopped and eliminated. 

(b) Samuel Emha, after he was asked to elaborate his efforts toward the negative effects of  

Sawa’s institution he said that: These practices which he didn’t disclosed the detailed negative 

impacts but, he mentioned that the government accountability and abuse which sounds (human 

rights abuse) needs to counter the government’s efforts and he is willing to dedicate himself in 

“Counter Documenting”.  Here he goes again, It sounds like the Eritrean Government is 

engaging in student abuses a typical human rights violations that Samuel wants to establish 

counter documenting against the government accountability for those victims.  His effort can be 

interpreted that he is willing to become an instrument for the opportunists who are enemies of 

Eritrea who wants to take over the government with  an excuse of  lack of good governance and 

human rights abuse.  I wonder if this young guy ever know what he is doing?  He is engaging in 

counterproductive to the national state building programs with its all developmental projects.    

II.   The impact of Foreign Inspired Ideology Results on Self inflicted pain 

Both of these individuals Haikel Negash and Samuel Emha are exhibiting classic collegiate from 

abroad academic reasoning that only following and using the Global Progressive Ideology which 

by nature strips away one’s the national cultural pride and forces the user (followers) to adopt 

self destructing anti social behaviors that results in misleading themselves and the general public 

into following an ideology that is supposedly based on human rights; but hidden in reality 

replacing the heterosexual family lifestyles with the homosexual family life styles; which 

happens to be not only a form of mental illness but that is guaranteed not to be able to engage in 

pro creation for future Eritrean children.  This is the exact opposite against any sick ideology 

why and how the Government of Eritrea  designed Sawa programs to benefit Eritrean youths.  It 

was designed, to teach Eritrean youths from the age of 18 years and up and teach the students to 

learn a multitude of things such as: national, cultural, prides, from historical views how to 

behave in society it teaches their obligations to the national Eritrean society as well as teaching 

them family values skills which are real long life technical abilities that they can use at home or 

abroad.  These will encourage them that they will be responsible in pro creation for future 

Eritrean children. 

When the two individuals advocates for anti Sawa teachings with the goal of replacing it with the 

progressive institution they are preferring to promote LGBTQ life styles.  I don’t think they 

know what they are into.  Suppose these two guys are allowed to redesign the Sawa curriculum 

they will write in the progressive ideology which embraces and even fevers at its core of that 
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curriculum is the LGBTQ pride and life styles which incidentally eradicates the Eritrean family 

structure all together which happens to be what they are talking about at the beginning of their 

video (facebook by Fanus Amanuel made by KINE MASTER on August 29,2020).  Therefore, it 

is not the Eritrean Government and Sawa that will destroy the Eritrean family but instead it will 

be these two abroad collegiate progressive ideology that will finally destroy the Eritrean family.  

These two individuals, they seem very excited to follow the human rights agenda of the  

progressives which they don’t know where they are heading.  The progressives will never 

disclose to them up front that Human Rights are Gay Rights Hillary Clinton declares on 

December 2011 which is obviously, is more detrimental for spreading and infecting the public 

with the AIDS virus and other STD diseases and as well as not producing children in Eritrea.  

From this assertions we can deduce that Sawa program is pro heterosexual which is a counter to 

them both supposedly progressive advocates against the Sawa programs and the Eritrean 

Government at large.  These two individuals also must understand that within the progressive 

ideology it contains the counter measures against their homelands educational and cultural 

systems. But, because they lack legality, they are unaware that gathering, documenting and 

submitting on line in video format that one day will be used against their own country’  This is 

called espionage against the Eritrean Governt which will lands you in prison for many years  If 

they had some legal training they would have been aware that their counter documented 

information would eventually be used against their country’s governing system in a future ICC. 

Court case. 

III.   Who is Accountable for the human rights of victims? 

In essence, they will do the dirty job translating and documenting for their Progressive Handlers.  

What these two individuals in particular, Samuel Emha, he is caught in a criminal complex 

activities which are designed to steal the wealth of mineral resources of Eritrea such as: gold, 

nickel, potash, oil of Eritrea, as well as injecting the sickest part of the ideology into the Eritrean 

society practicing the LGBTQ life styles.  That is why that component is the most important part 

of that ideology which ensures the destruction of a society once it begins engages in that 

activities.  That is the main reason they must hide and never gave up that part of the ideology 

along with their marijuana for recreation or medication.   

Just for these two guys and others who may be involved in these criminal activities the new 

Eritrean Nationalistic Movement is documenting everything they are doing so that in the future 

when they ask to participate in the Eritrean society for whatever service to become future 

politicians or someone who wants to write the future academic curriculum for children each of 
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them based on their past works and will be denied because of their progressive involvements. 

IV.   Summary 

The enemies of Eritrea who are the progressively indoctrinate, they always use a multipronged 

attack.  When they designed to overthrow a government and replace it with its own progressive 

ideologically driven, the first step they follow is they train, develop and make sure that their 

ideology is well received, adopted and practiced by the people who speaks, writes, 

communicates well of that targeted country from within the people in that nation.  They also 

introduce people as trainers to having engaged in the usage of marijuana first to open the mind to 

allow the LGBTQ life style in.  The third step will move into gay relationships and finally that 

type of life style will begin to create public health crises due to the high rates of AIDS infection 

in the Eritrean society. 

Figure 1. 

 

Haikel Negash and Samuel Emha 

These are the young Eritreans who don’t know what they are doing  Just for your information.  Stop what you are 

intending to do you will find yourself guilty of Espionage of a Class 4 serious offense punishable with a definite 

term of imprisonment of not less than 13 years and not more than 16 years. Art. 114 –Espionage. PENAL CODE OF 

THE STATE OF ERITREA 2015 


